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Abstract— A adaptive approach is needed in MANET as it is a dynamically re-configurable wireless network in which it 
has no fixed infrastructure so the optimized adaptive protocol needed  for working properly. Dynamically changing topology 
and different types of nodal mobility are major issues in designing best performance values for an efficient and effective 
routing in MANET. Flooding and looping causes “Broadcast storm”, is a result of blindly and randomly retransmitting 
broadcast packets which in turn lowers performance of routing. DADCQ (The Distribution-Adaptive Distance with Channel 
Quality) protocol performs better than several existing broadcast protocols by using distance method and adaptive decision 
threshold value. This paper introduces newly proposed DADCQ protocol in MANET. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
No network intrastrcture or centralized control is 
required for Mobile Ad Hoc Network as it forms 
temporary dynamic network with connection of 
mobile nodes wirelessly. While transmitting and 
receiving data Flooding and looping can occure. As 
application has to send same data to multiple 
destinations so the multicasting needed for efficient 
bandwidth management, high scalability and reduce 
delays. Multicasting primarily based on connectivity 
which can cause lower QoS. Sharing of bandwidth 
and changing topology with node mobility causes 
unguaranteed QoS due to lacking resources. 
Uses of broadcasting are mainly naming, addressing, 
collection of global information, discovery of 
neighbors and helping multicasting. Broadcast 
flooding (blind retransmitting) can cause collision 
and congestion i.e broadcast storm which leads to 
decrease in broadcast performance. 
Broadcast storm problem can be solved with efficient 
adaptive protocols such as DADCQ which is hightly 
efficient and achieves good reachability with proper 
adaptive threshold value. Aggressive threshold value 
will give low coverage. but more conservative value 
also causes low broadcast efficiency. For best 
efficiency and reachability the optimal threshold 
value must be found [4]. An optimal threshold value 
varies with node density, spatial distribution pattern, 
and channel quality of wireless network. 
Achievement of both efficency and reachability with 
the optimal adaptive threshold value is main aim of 
this work. 
 
II. RELATED WORK 

 
Multiple protocols are proposed to minimize the 
multicast flooding and looping is called broadcast 
storm. 
The double covered based scheme (DCB) is sensitive 
to the node’s mobility [2] Both double coverage 
mechanism increases the delivery ratio when the 

transmission error rate is high, but increasing the 
number of retries only slightly improves or even 
decreases the delivery ratio., And also  when the 
node's mobility  increases the  delivery ratio of the 
DCB drops significantly.  The reason is high mobility 
of nodes makes node  neighbor  sets outdated  
quickly.[3] DCB algorithm is applicable only to 
discover routes to the destination node, not for data 
delivery. And it does not discuss about route failures 
and their maintenances. 
In the counter based scheme it approaches to reduce 
the number of rebroadcast at the expense of 
reachability. In contrast, messages are rebroadcast 
only when the number of copies of the message 
received at a node is less than a threshold value in 
counter-based schemes. This lead to better throughput 
and reachability, but suffer from relatively longer 
delay.  
The location-based approach is not inherently 
handicapped by its lack of knowledge of 2-hop 
neighbors. With the advantage of a considerably 
reduced communication overhead, the location-based 
broadcast protocols, when well designed, can perform 
as well as the graph- based ones on several important 
metrics.  

 
D. DADCQ 
 
High efficiency and desired reachability are achieved 
with the statistical DADCQ (Distribution adaptive 
distance with channel quality) protocol which designs 
adaptive threshold value. Too aggressive value gives 
low coverage and too conservative value gives low 
broadcast efficacy so an optimal value is needed. 
Distance method is used in DADCQ protocol to 
select forwarding nodes which gives high reachability 
and low bandwidth consumption in urban and 
highway senarios with changing intensity and varying 
node density. Node density, local spatial distribution 
information and other factors with the distance 
method to select rebroadcasting nodes are main 
components of DADCQ protocol. 
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Distribution pattern, channel quality and node density 
determines threshold value. Designing a threshold 
function which is adaptive to this wide range of 
factors is main objective of DADCQ protocol. This 
adaptive threshold function is then used in the 
proposed DADCQ protocol. 
 
DADCQ protocol: roposed multihop broadcast 
DADCQ protocol is main contribution of this work 
which combines information of node density, local 
spacial distribution and other factors with the distance 
method heristic for selecting rebroadcasting nodes. 
The method is described to incorporating more 
information into the protocol. Using this more extra 
information, the protocol becomes more adaptive to 
various network senarios than many previous 
protocols. 
 
Adaptive threshold function design: A novel design 
strategy is used for decision threshold function values 
which are a critical factor of many multihop 
broadcasting methods eg. Location method, 
stochastic broadcast and the counter method. To 
achieve the threshold to be adaptive to the 
environmental conditions, the DADCQ scheme builds 
threshold using three solitory input variables chosen. 
All these variables calculate the spacial distribution 
pattern of nearby nodes, wireless channel quality and 
mainly node density. The resulting threshold value of 
these three variables causes the protocol to operate 
efficiently across a broad range of scenarios [8]. 
 
Quadrant method for spatial distribution 
characterization: The rebroadcasting decision 
threshold  is camputed with the use of the local node 
distribution pattern. So the quadrant method of spatial 
statistics be used to characterize the spatial 
distribution of nodes for use in a multihop broadcast 
protocol. Distribution pattern affects behavior of 
many multihop broadcast methods , so this 
contribution is used in wider contexts. 

Fig 1 explains the different scenarios and 
need for different adaptive threshold value for each 
one of them. The random sets of node density are 
selected for MANET network. 
 
Scenario 1 - If node density is small, and threshold 
value affects it differently. If threshold value is fixed 
then there are two possible outcomes. If threshold 
value is low then there will be high reachability, as 
then each node try to broadcast every possible node 
in the field, but if the fixed threshold value is high 
then the reachability will be compromised as each 
node will broadcast to limited number of nodes. So 
for small node density we need low threshold value. 
 
Scenario 2 - Considering node density is high and 
threshold value is fixed then if the threshold value is 
low, it will cause less efficient broadcast by creating 
broadcast storm problem. But if the threshold value is 

high, then the efficacy will be high and broadcast 
storm will be prevented. So for high node density we 
need high threshold value. 

 
Fig 1. Flowchart of DADCQ protocol 

 
Looking at these two scenarios, it's clear that we need 
an adaptive approach for variable node density and 
spatial distribution pattern, i.e change of threshold 
value based on above variables. Hence the adaptive 
approach of DADCQ protocol is used for MANET. 
 
Distance method 
Statistical broadcasting protocols works with 
following:-  
1. Nodes self-elect decides to rebroadcast received 

information or not. 
2. the  decision  is  made  by  comparing  a  locally  

measured value  to a  decision  threshold. 
The  best   example  is  stochastic  broadcast in which  
when  nodes  receive a  broadcast  message  they  
each  generate  a  random  value  and  compare  to a  
threshold p to decide to  retransmit  it  or not. So each  
node  decides  independently  to  rebroadcast  or  not  
and  the decision  depends  on  a  critical  threshold  
value. 
As a discriminatory variable, distance method uses 
one-hop transmission distance. After receiving a 
broadcast message from another node which is nearly 
located, then rebroadcasting will result in little 
additional area covered.  The distance  method  
heuristic  argues  from  this  that  a  node  that has  
received  a  broadcast  message  from  another  node  
nearby should  prefer to  not rebroadcast  and  vice 
versa.   
An analysis  delay  is then used for measurment of 
the  minimum  distance  from  which the  message  
has  been  received,  known as D. when  D is  greater  
than the  threshold  value  Dc then the  analysis  delay  
expires, and the node  rebroadcasts  the  message. For  
each  broadcast  message,  D is  measured  as  the  
distance  to  the  nearest  node  from  which the  
message  has  been  received,  then  normalized  to  a  
0  to  1 scale  by  dividing  by  the  maximum  
transmit  distance  r.  
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Statistical broadcast protocol performance is 
determined majorly by the decision threshold which 
is Dc. The threshold  value  determines  for  a  given  
value  of  D  whether or  not  that  node  will  
retransmit  the  broadcast  message.  With too 
aggressive threshold setting, broadcasts will not 
propagate through the network. With too  
conservative threshold causes, too  many nodes  will  
elect  rebroadcast  and  the  protocol  will  not  be 
efficient.   
 
Further,  there  tends  to  be  a  phase  transition  
where  if the threshold  value becomes too  
aggressive,  broadcast message penetration  drops  
rapidly.  Thus  effective  methods  for setting  and  
adapting  the  threshold  are  critical  to  the  
performance  of  statistical  protocols  including  the  
distance  method.  
 
CONCLUSION 
 
Managing MANET with efficient protocol is difficult 
task. Efficient broadcasting, reachability and quality 
of service invariably depend on adaptive threshold 
value for routing. This paper compares few 
broadcasting protocols with newest protocol 
introduced for multicast that is DADCQ, which 
delivers high reach-ability and low bandwidth 
consumption by adaptive approach for threshold 
value. 
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